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1 Corporate Sustainability 
1.1 Introduction 

We believe it is important to work with suppliers who share our values 
and conduct business in a responsible way with respect for the 
environment and the societies in which they operate. BIZNIZ TOOLS 
acknowledges the need for enhanced partnerships along the supply chain 
to ensure that we accelerate the transition towards a sustainable society, 
in alignment with the Sustainable Development Goals and the Paris 
Agreement on Climate Change. 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose with this Policy is to define the framework for sustainability 
in BIZNIZ TOOLS and provide a governing platform for BIZNIZ TOOLS 
sustainability work for all business decisions. 

1.3 Scope 
The Policy applies to BIZNIZ TOOLS and covers BIZNIZ TOOLS business 
activities and operation. 

1.4 Corporate Sustainability Statement 
BIZNIZ TOOLS recognises that sustainable development is an important 
and integral part of the pursuit of value creation for customers, 
employees, shareholders and society at large. BIZNIZ TOOLS is 
convinced that companies that include sustainability in their operations 
and business decisions are more successful long-term. 

BIZNIZ TOOLS ambition is to create long-term value from a financial, 
ethical, social and environmental perspective. BIZNIZ TOOLS strives to 
address sustainability issues that are relevant and meaningful for BIZNIZ 
TOOLS as a company and the markets in which BIZNIZ TOOLS operates. 

BIZNIZ TOOLS: 

§ integrates sustainability throughout its business, taking responsibility for 
acting and living BIZNIZ TOOLS values, striving for simplicity and 
transparency 

§ influences through dialogue and develops solutions and offerings that 
provide opportunities for BIZNIZ TOOLS customers, other key 
stakeholders and BIZNIZ TOOLS to make positive contributions to a 
sustainable future 

§ manages risks, including those related to environmental, social and 
governance aspects 

§ contributes to the development of society and future generations. 

Corporate Sustainability Management 

§ BIZNIZ TOOLS integrates sustainability in its activities by taking a broad 
business approach. BIZNIZ TOOLS aims to promote awareness, 
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knowledge and innovation by educating and motivating employees as 
well as customers. BIZNIZ TOOLS monitors and follows up its 
sustainability performance on a regular basis. 

§ Within BIZNIZ TOOLS areas of responsibility for corporate sustainability, 
BIZNIZ TOOLS has defined three priorities: 

- Cyber security and crime prevention: Ensure cyber security, covering 
information security and customer integrity. 

- Our people: Be a sound workplace, attract and retain the right people that 
promote BIZNIZ TOOLS values, and adapt the organisation for future 
needs. Provide scope for professional and personal growth and 
development opportunities for all. Make BIZNIZ TOOLS employees and 
licensees feel valued, knowledgeable, included and engaged. 

- Direct environmental impact: Manage BIZNIZ TOOLS direct 
environmental impact with the ambition to reduce the negative footprint. 

1.5 Stakeholder Engagement 
BIZNIZ TOOLS strives to address sustainability issues that are relevant 
and meaningful for BIZNIZ TOOLS as a company and the markets in 
which BIZNIZ TOOLS operates. Engaging with BIZNIZ TOOLS 
stakeholders and incorporating their feedback is therefore instrumental to 
the success of BIZNIZ TOOLS sustainability work. BIZNIZ TOOLS also 
acknowledges the role BIZNIZ TOOLS can play in collaborating with 
stakeholders on issues and challenges of mutual interest and concern. 

1.6 Governance 
The Board of Directors is responsible for deciding on BIZNIZ TOOLS 
Strategy and sustainability approach.  

1.7 Reporting 
BIZNIZ TOOLS shall be transparent in its efforts to support long-term 
sustainable development of its operations. BIZNIZ TOOLS will 
continuously report on what is being done in the area and discuss 
sustainability at its conferences (approx. 10 times / year) and through our 
programs encourage all our customers to work on the sustainability issue. 

1.8 International Commitments 
BIZNIZ TOOLS recognises the importance of supporting international 
commitments that enable businesses to operate in a more sustainable way. 

BIZNIZ TOOLS is committed to: 

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, adopted by all United 
Nations Member States in 2015, provides a shared blueprint for peace and 
prosperity for people and the planet, now and into the future. At its heart 
are the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which are an urgent 
call for action by all countries - developed and developing - in a global 
partnership. They recognize that ending poverty and other deprivations 
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must go hand-in-hand with strategies that improve health and education, 
reduce inequality, and spur economic growth – all while tackling climate 
change and working to preserve our oceans and forests. 

 
 


